a r t I C l e S Neural signaling requires a large amount of metabolic energy 1 . Consequently, neurons are thought to communicate using efficient codes in which redundant information is discarded 2 . Theories of efficient coding 3 successfully predict several features of sensory systems. At early stages of visual processing, inputs coming from the external world are decorrelated in both space and time [4] [5] [6] [7] ; through sensory adaptation 8 , codes are dynamically modified so as to maximize information transmission [9] [10] [11] [12] ; and sensory adaptation on multiple timescales 11, 13, 14 could possibly reflect the statistics of the external world 15 .
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Sensory adaptation is at least partially a result of intrinsic properties of individual neurons and, in particular, of SFA. SFA is not only observed at the early stages of sensory processing, but is also widespread in cortical neurons embedded in highly recurrent networks. Often modeled by a single process with one specific timescale 16, 17 , SFA also occurs on multiple timescales [18] [19] [20] . In pyramidal neurons of the rat somatosensory cortex, three or more processing steps away from sensory receptors, SFA is scale free 21 , meaning that the effective speed at which individual neurons adapt is not fixed but depends on the input. Scale-free adaptation can be captured by simple threshold models with a power law-decaying spike-triggered process 22 that possibly describes the combined action of Na + -channel inactivation [23] [24] [25] and ion channels mediating adaptation currents [26] [27] [28] .
Thus, three questions arise. First, can the temporal features of spiketriggered currents and spike-triggered changes in firing threshold, possibly spanning multiple timescales, be directly extracted from experimental data? Second, can SFA be explained by these spiketriggered effects? And finally, do the timescales of SFA match the temporal statistics of the inputs received by individual neurons? If temporal characteristics of inputs and SFA were matched, SFA could lead to a perfect decorrelation of the information contained in one spike with that of the previous one of the same neuron, a phenomenon known as temporal whitening 29 . Temporal whitening in turn implies that, at a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), information transmission is enhanced 30 .
RESULTS
The question of whether SFA is optimally designed for efficient coding can only be addressed if both the dynamics of SFA and the statistical properties of the inputs generated in biologically relevant situations are known. We used a combined theoretical and experimental approach to extract the dynamics of spike-triggered processes and SFA directly from in vitro recordings of cortical neurons. We then analyzed the synaptically driven membrane potential dynamics recorded in vivo from somatosensory neurons during active whisker sensation (data from ref. 31 ). Our overall goal was to study whether adaptation optimally removes the temporal correlations in the input to single neurons embedded in the highly recurrent network of the cortex.
SFA is mediated by two power-law spike-triggered processes To reveal adaptation on multiple timescales, we stimulated layer 5 (L5) somatosensory pyramidal neurons with sinusoidal noisy currents of period T (500 ms to 16 s; Online Methods and Fig. 1 ). Single neurons responded with a firing rate r(t) characterized by fast fluctuations around a sinusoidal mean r mean (t) given by the firstorder approximation constitutes a linear model for the modulation of the output firing rate (Fig. 1) .
Given that SFA is at least partly a result of spike-triggered effects, the simple firing rate picture of equation (1) must be supported by a spike-based description. We therefore used intracellular recordings to fit a generalized leaky integrate-and-fire (GLIF) model (GLIF-ξ) (1) (1) a r t I C l e S with escape-rate noise 32 for stochastic spike emission (Fig. 1) . To capture spike-triggered adaptation, the model featured an effective dynamic threshold, described by the function ξ(s). This function (also known as the effective adaptation filter or kernel) summarizes the stereotypical sequence of biophysical events triggered by the emission of an action potential and accounts for both adaptation currents and physiological changes of the firing threshold. As the effects induced by consecutive spikes accumulate, the effective dynamic threshold produces SFA. Notably, the functional shape of ξ(s), along with all other model parameters, was extracted from the intracellular recordings (see Online Methods and ref. 33) .
Neocortical pyramidal neurons adapt their firing rates by means of two distinct biophysical mechanisms that increase the firing threshold and lower the membrane potential after each spike 33 . To get an accurate estimation of the effective adaptation filter ξ(s), we first fit a twoprocess GLIF model 33 (Supplementary Fig. 1 ) that explicitly featured both a dynamic threshold and an adaptation current, described by the filters γ (s) and η(s), respectively (Online Methods). In the model, the emission of action potentials depends only on the difference between the membrane potential and the firing threshold. Thus, spike-triggered currents η(s) and movements of the firing threshold γ (s) could be combined to obtain the effective adaptation filter ξ(s) of the more parsimonious model GLIF-ξ (Online Methods and Fig. 2) .
We found that, 22 s after the emission of an action potential, a small, but substantial, deflection remained in both the spike-triggered current η(s) and the moving threshold γ (s). Moreover, when displayed on log-log scales, the decay of both adaptation kernels was approximately linear over four orders of magnitude, meaning that both the adaptation current and the moving threshold were characterized by scale-free spike-triggered dynamics (Fig. 2a) . Fitting η(s) and γ (s) with a power-law function (that is, f s (Fig. 2b) , and slightly different values for each individual cell (Supplementary Fig. 2 ), indicating that scale-free SFA is an intrinsic property of individual neurons.
(2) (2) Figure 1 Spiking neuron model GLIF-ξ and experimental protocol. To reveal SFA on multiple timescales, we repeatedly stimulated synaptically isolated L5 pyramidal neurons (PYR neuron) with fluctuating currents (input current) generated by adding filtered Gaussian noise to sinusoidal waves with different angular frequencies ω = 2π/T (mean modulation). The horizontal bars (bottom left and right) indicate the period T of modulation. The single neuron response (spiking response, black) was recorded intracellularly and the firing rate r(t) was estimated by counting the number of spikes in each time bin (firing rate modulation, gray). The periodic oscillations of the firing rate r mean (t) (firing rate modulation, black) were related to the mean input (firing rate modulation, light gray) by a linear model defined in the Fourier domain by the transfer function ˆ( ) H w . We then used the intracellular recordings to fit the GLIF-ξ model (top). In this model, the input current is first low-pass filtered by the membrane filter K m (t) and then transformed into a firing intensity by an exponential nonlinearity. Spikes are emitted stochastically (spiking response, red) and trigger an adaptation process described by the effective adaptation kernel ξ(s). Supplementary Fig. 2 ) is shown in red. The optimal fit of a truncated power-law ξ PL (s) (dashed black, GLIF-ξ PL ) yielded an exponent β ξ = 0.93 (see equation (2)). In all panels, the gray area indicates 1 s.d. for the distribution of filters across different cells (asymmetric errors are a result of log scales). We refer to the model with a single spike-triggered adaptation filter as GLIF-ξ L , where ξ L indicates that SFA is implemented by a 22-s-long filter obtained by combining the moving threshold and the spike-triggered current extracted from the experimental data. With the same logic, we use GLIF-ξ PL to refer to a model in which the effective filter ξ(s) is described by the truncated power law ξ PL (s) defined by equation (2) Power law SFA explains neural activity on short timescales Valid single neuron models should predict the occurrence of individual spikes with millisecond precision 34 . In response to a single injection of a fluctuating current (Fig. 3a) , neurons emitted spikes that the GLIF-ξ L model was able to predict with a high degree of accuracy (Fig. 3b) . When the same current was injected repetitively, the spiking responses revealed the stochastic nature of single neurons: certain action potentials were emitted reliably with a high temporal precision, whereas others did not occur at each repetition or were characterized by larger temporal jitters. The GLIF-ξ L model also captured this aspect (Fig. 3c) . To validate our model, we quantified its predictive power using a similarity measure denoted Fig. 4 ).
As expected, the subthreshold response observed in vitro was systematically overestimated by GLIF-ξ L (Fig. 3b) . This is explained by the fact that GLIF-ξ L artificially translates spike-triggered currents into effective threshold movements. In a two-process GLIF model, where adaptation currents and threshold movements are described as two distinct features (that is, when η(s) and γ (s) are not combined in a single effective kernel), model prediction of the membrane voltage and experimental data were in good agreement (Fig. 3b) , confirming the validity of our fitting procedure. In terms of mere spike-timing prediction, the two-process GLIF model and the more parsimonious GLIF-ξ model were equivalent (Fig. 3c) . Thus, we continued with just the single-process model GLIF-ξ. Overall, the spike time prediction procedure demonstrates the ability of both GLIF-ξ L and GLIF-ξ PL to capture the spiking activity of single neurons on the timescale of milliseconds.
Power law SFA explains neural activity on slow timescales We asked whether the 22-s-long adaptation filter ξ(s) could also predict the firing rate modulation on the much slower timescale of seconds. To this end, we used the GLIF-ξ L model fitted on responses to different frequencies of modulation (0.5 ≤ T ≤ 16 s) to predict the firing rates recorded in the second part of the experiment, where one of the two slowest modulations (T = 8 or 16 s) was chosen and repetitively presented to the cell. A comparison of the raster plots obtained by injecting the same current in both the neuron and the GLIF-ξ L model revealed that the spiking activity of the real neuron closely resembled the one predicted by the model (Fig. 4a-c) . Furthermore, the match between the running-mean peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) constructed for the model and the experimental data revealed that both responses shared a similar phase advance (Fig. 4d) , indicating that our GLIF-ξ L model is sufficient to capture the characteristic signature of SFA under slow sinusoidal stimulation 21 .
To study the role of the 22-s-long adaptation filter of GLIF-ξ L , we then fitted the same single-process model under the assumption that the adaptation filter ξ(s) had a duration of only 1 s (GLIF-ξ S , for short adaptation filter). Compared with GLIF-ξ L , the firing rate predicted by GLIF-ξ S was in phase with the input and not with the spike output of the cells (Fig. 4e) , indicating that GLIF-ξ S was unable to capture the slow components of SFA (that is, the model with a short adaptation filter predicted an incorrect phase advance). To provide stronger evidence, we systematically quantified the ability to predict both the mean firing rate r 0 (Fig. 4f) and the phase lead Ĥ Φ (Fig. 4g) Finally, we measured the transfer function ˆ( ) H w for both real neurons and spiking models by fitting equation (1) on the firing rates observed in response to six frequencies of modulation (Fig. 4h-j) . For both real neurons and GLIF-ξ L , the amplitude response ˆ( ) H A w was stronger at higher frequencies than at lower ones, revealing highpass filtering, a characteristic feature of SFA (Fig. 4h) . Consistent with observations in L2/3 pyramidal neurons 21 , plotting the amplitude response ˆ( ) H f A as a function of the input frequency f = T −1 on log-log scales revealed that the gain of L5 pyramidal neurons was approximately power law (Fig. 4i) . Moreover, the phase response ˆ( ) H Φ w was always positive, indicating that, for all of the frequencies that we tested, the output firing rate led the input modulation (Fig. 4j) . GLIF-ξ L npg a r t I C l e S was able to capture the features of the transfer function observed in L5 pyramidal neurons. Similar results were obtained with GLIF-ξ PL ( Supplementary Fig. 4) , confirming that the spike-triggered processes observed in vitro were correctly modeled by a truncated power law lasting 22 s. Our experimental results (Fig. 4h-j) are very similar to those obtained in L2/3 pyramidal neurons 21 and provide independent evidence for multiple timescales of adaptation. Overall, accounting for long-lasting spike-triggered effects with an appropriate adaptation filter is crucial for capturing the response of L5 pyramidal neurons on multiple timescales.
Power law SFA is optimally tuned for temporal whitening Our model describes how the net current resulting from dendritic integration is encoded into a spike train at the somata of neocortical pyramidal neurons. To investigate the implications of power-law adaptation, we considered a situation in which a population of N uncoupled GLIF-ξ PL neurons had to encode a common input I(t)= I 0 +∆I(t) in the instantaneous firing rate A(t), also known as the population activity. Note that, as the neurons in our population were all identical and received the same input, the population activity A(t) is identical to the PSTH measured by repetitively injecting the same current into one cell. For relatively small fluctuations around a mean activity A 0 , we can assume that the population operates in a linear regime and responds to an external input fluctuation ∆I(t) according to the first-order approximation
where the impulse response H(s) is the inverse Fourier transform of ˆ( ) H w , and the noise n(t) is a result of stochastic firing in a finite population. Both terms depend on the intrinsic properties of the individual neurons and, in particular, on the precise shape of the adaptation filter ξ(s).
For large populations, the noise term in equation (3) becomes negligible and optimal coding is achieved by the removal of temporal correlations potentially present in the input 30, 36 . This encoding strategy is known as temporal whitening and requires the population activity to have a flat power spectrum A(f) = constant (Supplementary Modeling). npg a r t I C l e S SFA is known to implement high-pass filtering of the input current 37, 38 . In the case of power-law adaptation, the population response is characterized by a power-law gain (Fig. 4h,i and ref. 21 ), suggesting that, in neocortical pyramidal neurons, spike-triggered processes might be optimally tuned to efficiently encode scale-free signals (that is, signals that are temporally correlated across multiple timescales). However, the question of whether the functional role of power-law adaptation is to implement temporal whitening can only be answered if the statistical properties of the input received in vivo by neocortical pyramidal neurons are known.
To this end, we analyzed the synaptically driven membrane potential dynamics recorded from somatosensory pyramidal neurons during active whisker sensation (Online Methods). A spectral analysis performed on data from ref. 31 revealed that, at low frequencies, the power spectrum of the subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations was characterized by a power-law decay (Fig. 5a) , indicating that natural stimuli received by somatosensory pyramidal neurons were indeed scale free.
To provide further evidence, we simulated the activity of a population of GLIF-ξ PL neurons in response to an in vivo-like input characterized by a scale-free spectrum (Fig. 5a) . The statistics of the subthreshold responses obtained in individual GLIF-ξ PL neurons were consistent with the ones observed in vivo (Fig. 5a) . Moreover, we found that the power spectrum of the population activity A(f) (Fig. 5b) was much closer to a horizontal line than that of the input, indicating that a population of GLIF-ξ PL neurons efficiently encodes in vivo-like signals by removing temporal correlations present in the input. Similar results were obtained with a population of GLIF-ξ L neurons, where the adaptation filter ξ(s) was not an idealized power law, but the average kernel extracted from intracellular recordings (Fig. 5b) .
Overall, our results suggest that, in neocortical pyramidal neurons, power-law spike-triggered adaptation mirrors and approximately cancels the temporal correlations of signals generated in a biologically relevant situation. This result provides evidence for efficient coding at the level of single neurons embedded in the highly recurrent network of the cortex.
DISCUSSION
Neocortical pyramidal neurons are known to adapt their firing rate on multiple timescales 20, 21 . We found that SFA is a result of two separable spike-triggered mechanisms: each time an action potential is fired, both an adaptation current and a movement of the firing threshold are induced. Our results indicate that these spike-triggered effects are long (more than 20 s) and decay with a power law (Fig. 2) , highlighting the fact that SFA does not have a specific timescale. A GLIF model with an effective power-law spike-triggered process simultaneously captured both the fast dynamics critical for the prediction of individual spikes (Fig. 3) and the slow processes that modulate the firing rate (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 4) . Notably, we found that, in behaving mice, the currents resulting from dendritic integration and received as input at the somata of pyramidal neurons were characterized by long-range temporal correlations that were partially removed by power-law spike-triggered adaptation (Fig. 5) . This final observation indicates that, in cortex, power law SFA is near-optimally tuned for efficient coding.
Extent of spike-triggered effects
According to our results, an individual spike can still affect the firing activity of a neuron 20 s after its emission. It is possible that spiketriggered effects have an even longer duration. After 22 s, however, the magnitudes of both the moving threshold and the spike-triggered current were too small to be measured by our method (for s > 20 s, η(s) < 0.1 pA and γ (s) < 0.01 mV). As the effects of consecutive spikes accumulate, these small contributions shaped the single neuron response in a substantial way (Fig. 4f,g ).
Although power-law adaptation was necessary to capture the firing rate fluctuations, a model with spike-triggered processes that only last for 1 s (GLIF-ξ S ) achieved very high performances (M d * = 0.80, s.d. = 0.03) in predicting the occurrence of individual spikes (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This fact probably explains why power-law adaptation has not been observed in previous studies in which model validation was only based on spike time prediction.
Biophysical implementation of power-law adaptation
Our fitting procedure enabled us to discriminate between adaptation processes implemented by spike-triggered currents and physiological changes of the firing threshold. However, the biophysical details concerning the implementation of power-law dynamics were not part of our model. In principle, power-law relaxations can be approximated by a sum of exponentials covering a wide range of timescales 20, 22 . It is therefore likely that the spike-triggered current η(s) that we found resulted from the combined action of multiple ion channels operating on different timescales, such as calcium-dependent, sodium-dependent and high voltage-activated potassium channels. Note, however, that a match of the relative strength of different currents implies a fine-tuned regulation of gene expression levels. Consistent with this hypothesis, multiple timescales of SFA have been previously modeled by biophysical models with several channels mediating adaptation currents 20, 21, 29 . Alternatively, scale-free dynamics could 
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In vivo data GLIF-ξ L / PL Input current GLIF-ξ L GLIF-ξ PL npg a r t I C l e S also be an intrinsic property of single channels. In particular, the power-law decay that we found in the moving threshold γ (s) might reflect the scale-free dynamics observed during sodium-channel de-inactivation 39 . In this alternative view, scale-free dynamics is likely to emerge from the presence of multiple inactivated states of ion channels 19, 40 .
All of our in vitro results are from mouse L5 neurons. We also investigated SFA in L2/3 and obtained very similar results (data not shown). In particular, we found that L2/3 pyramidal neurons adapted by means of power-law filters that closely resembled the ones observed in L5 and caused positive phase lead of the firing rate response to slow sinusoidal currents. These preliminary results suggest that L2/3 and L5 somatosensory pyramidal neurons share similar adaptation mechanisms. We also fitted GLIF models to the data of ref. 21 and found that both L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons of the rat somatosensory cortex adapted by means of spike-triggered powerlaw processes (data not shown), indicating that this mechanism is conserved across species and could be a common feature of cortical pyramidal neurons.
Functional implications
Both the moving threshold and the spike-triggered current extracted from in vitro recordings were characterized by power-law decays with very similar scaling exponents. This suggests that the particular shape of the adaptation filters is important. Neural signaling consumes a large amount of metabolic energy 1,2 . The brain should therefore represent information using codes in which redundant information is discarded. According to efficient coding theory, optimality is achieved by adapting to the stimulus statistics and, at high SNR, by completely removing correlations that are potentially present in the signals to be encoded 3 . Efficient coding theory has been used to explain neural processing at early stages of the visual system. In the retina, centersurround receptive fields coupled with nonlinear processing strongly attenuate spatial correlations of natural images 4, 7 . Similarly, in primary visual cortex (V1), spatial decorrelation of features has been found 15 . In the temporal domain, neural firing was found to be decorrelated in the lateral geniculate nucleus of the cat 6 . Moreover, pyramidal neurons of V1 adapt on multiple timescales, providing further temporal decorrelation 29 . However, it has remained unclear whether SFA serves for temporal redundancy reduction in the cortex.
To solve this issue, we estimated the statistics of input currents received in vivo at the somata of L2/3 somatosensory pyramidal neurons during active whisker sensation (data from ref. 31). This current, which reflects spatio-temporal statistics of spike arrivals at the synapses as well as subsequent filtering in the dendritic tree, can be seen as the driving current for spike generation. We found that input currents of pyramidal neurons did not have a preferred timescale, but were characterized by scale-free dynamics. Moreover, our numerical simulations showed that power-law spike-triggered processes were near optimally tuned to completely remove the temporal correlations revealed by the power-law decay of the input spectrum (Fig. 5) . Overall, these results provide evidence for efficient coding in single neocortical neurons stimulated with behaviorally relevant signals.
The GLIF-ξ model implements a form of predictive coding. Indeed, the sum of adaptation processes, ξ(s), triggered by past spikes can be interpreted as a linear predictor of the future input and further spiking only occurs when the real input exceeds the prediction. Consistent with our results, it has been shown that predictive coding of scale-free inputs by means of power-law spike-triggered kernels reduces the number of action potentials required to achieve a certain SNR 41 .
Temporal whitening versus noise shaping For deterministic signals encoded in the absence of noise, efficient coding theory states that redundancy reduction is the optimal solution. However, in presence of noise, complete decorrelation can be detrimental. Redundancy can indeed improve the robustness of a code 30 . To assess optimal coding in small populations of neurons, we must consider the noise term n(t) associated with stochastic firing (equation (3)).
Previous studies have shown that non-renewal firing activity with negatively correlated interspike intervals can achieve higher information rates by noise shaping [42] [43] [44] . In this coding strategy, the SNR is increased in the frequency band of the input signal by transferring the effective noise power to other frequencies (Supplementary Modeling). As already hypothesized 45 , we found that, at low frequencies, spike-triggered adaptation resulted in a reduction of noise, which was completely counterbalanced by a similar modification of the gain controlling the amplitude of the signal, so that the SNR remained unchanged. Consequently, modifying the adaptation filter ξ(s) did not affect the power spectrum of the effective noise (Supplementary Fig. 5 ), indicating that noise shaping is probably not the functional role of power-law adaptation. The question of how this result generalizes to different stimulation procedures is beyond the scope of this study.
In computational studies of memory and learning in neural networks, SFA is often neglected and, when considered, it is usually assumed to operate on short timescales. From our perspective, the power law of spike-triggered adaptation could be helpful in bridging the gap between the millisecond timescale of spike timing and behavioral timescales. Moreover, our results suggest that power-law adaptation causes temporal decorrelation of output spikes, a procedure that, at high SNR, improves information transfer.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. 
ONLINE METhODS
In vitro electrophysiological recordings. All animal experiments were performed using published procedures 46, 47 in accordance with the rules of the Swiss Federal Veterinary Office. Briefly, somatosensory brain slices were obtained from postnatal day 14-18 wild-type mice (C57BL6/J) and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed at 35 °C from L5 pyramidal neurons. The pipette solution consisted of 135 mM potassium gluconate, 4 mM KCl, 4 mM Mg-ATP, 10 mM sodium phosphocreatine, 0.3 mM Na 3 -GTP and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.3, 290 mOsm). During the experiments, we blocked all excitatory synaptic transmission by adding CNQX (20 µM) and d-AP5 (50 µM) to the bath solution. All electrophysiological data were low-pass Bessel filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at 20 kHz. Measurements were not corrected for the liquid junction potential. Recordings characterized by instabilities in the action potential shape or large drifts in the baseline firing rate r 0 were excluded from the data set upon visual inspection. current injections. To characterize single neurons with the standard tools of linear system analysis, we performed 64-s-long experiments in which noisy currents modulated by sinusoidal means were delivered in current-clamp mode. The injected current, denoted I ext (t), was generated according to the following equation
where I 0 is a constant offset, ∆I mean controls the amplitude of the sinusoidal mean and ∆I noise defines the s.d. of the noise. The noise N(t) was generated with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with zero mean, unitary variance and a temporal correlation of 3 ms.
Each experiment consisted of many injections of currents generated according to equation (4) . In the first half of the experiment (training set), we performed six injections using different periods of modulation T∈{0. 5,1,2,4,8,16} in seconds. Stimuli were delivered in random order and, for each of the six injections, a new realization of the noise was used. In the second part of the experiment (test set), one of the two slowest modulations (T = 8 or 16 s) was chosen and more injections were performed. To assess the reliability of single neurons, the same realization of noise was used (frozen noise). Injections were performed with an interstimulus interval of 1 min.
Before and after each injection, we stimulated the neuron with two additional inputs. The first input was a 2.5-s-long current composed of a hyperpolarizing step followed, after 500 ms, by a suprathreshold step. We used the response to this stimulus to identify the neuronal type (L5 burst-generating cells were not included in the data set). The second input was a 4-s-long subthreshold noisy current generated with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with zero mean and temporal correlation of 3 ms. We used this second injection to characterize the electrode response and perform active electrode compensation (see below and Supplementary data Preprocessing).
At the beginning of each experiment, we tuned the input parameters I 0 , ∆I mean and ∆I noise to obtain a firing rate r mean that oscillated periodically between 2 and 6 Hz. Typical values obtained after calibration were comprised in the range 100-450 pA for I 0 , 15-30 pA for ∆I mean and 50-150 pA for ∆I noise .
linear analysis. For each neuron, we estimated the transfer function ˆ( ) H w (Fig. 4h-j) using previously described methods 21, 38 . Briefly, the experimental spike train t j { } was built by selecting the times at which the membrane potential V(t) crossed 0 mV from below. We then obtained the firing rate r(t) by building a histogram of the spike times. The bin size was such that each period of modulation T was divided into 30 bins. For each input frequency ω = 2π/T, we finally obtained the transfer function by minimizing the sum of squared errors between the sinusoidal function r linear (t)=C 0 +C 1 ·sin(ωt+φ) and the experimental firing rate r(t), with {C 0 ,C 1 ,φ} being the only free parameters. The transfer functions of GLIF-ξ models (Fig. 4h-j) were obtained with the same method. glIF-j model. The spiking neuron models discussed are GLIF models equipped with a spike-triggered mechanism for SFA and with escape-rate noise for stochastic spike emission (Fig. 1) . Spikes are produced according to a point process with conditional firing intensity λ(t), which exponentially (4) (4) depends on the momentary distance between the membrane potential V(t) and the effective firing threshold V T (t) (ref. 48 )
where λ 0 has units of s -1 so that λ(t) is in Hz and ∆V defines the sharpness of the threshold. Consequently, the probability of a spike occurring at a time 
In the limit of ∆V → 0, the model becomes deterministic and action potentials are emitted at the moment when the membrane potential crosses the firing threshold. For finite ∆V and a membrane potential at threshold (that is, when V = V T ), λ 0 -1 defines the mean latency until a spike is emitted.
The subthreshold dynamics is modeled as a standard leaky integrator defined by the following ordinary differential equation for the membrane potential V
where the three parameters C, g L and E L determine the passive properties of the membrane, the dot denotes the temporal derivative and I ext is the injected current. The dynamics of the effective firing threshold V T (t) in equation (5) is given by
where V T * is a constant, ˆˆ,ˆ,ˆ, ...
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{ } are the times at which action potentials have been fired and ξ(s) is an effective adaptation filter that accounts for all the biophysical events triggered by the emission of an action potential. According to equation (8) , each time a spike is emitted, a threshold movement with stereotypical shape ξ(s) is triggered, after a delay of absolute refractoriness T ref .
Threshold movements induced by different spikes accumulate and therefore produce SFA, if ξ > 0. For s < 0, we fixed ξ(s) = 0 so that only spikes in the past can affect the momentary value of the firing threshold. The adaptation filter ξ(s) also accounts for adaptation processes mediated by spike-triggered currents. Consequently, V T (t) does not describe the physiological threshold (that is, the membrane potential at which action potentials are initiated in vitro), but has to be interpreted as a phenomenological model of spike-triggered adaptation. Finally, the functional shape of ξ(s) was not defined a priori, but was obtained by combining the effects of both spike-triggered currents and movements of the physiological threshold, which were in turn extracted from the experimental data. In principle, an absolute refractory period can be included in the adaptation kernel ξ(s). Instead, we preferred to work with an explicit reset after a dead time. Each time a spike is emitted the membrane potential is reset to V r and the numerical integration is restarted after a short period of absolute refractoriness T ref .
The GLIF-ξ model only differs from a generalized linear model 49, 50 as a result of this explicit reset.
The three GLIF-ξ models discussed differ in the duration and shape of the adaptation filter ξ(s). In GLIF-ξ L and GLIF-ξ S , the functional shape of ξ(s) is directly extracted from intracellular recordings and the duration of the adaptation filters are 22 s and 1 s, respectively. In GLIF-ξ PL , the adaptation filter ξ(s) is modeled as a truncated power law and lasts for 22 s. data preprocessing. In vitro recordings were preprocessed to remove the bias resulting from the voltage drop across the recording electrode. For that, we performed active electrode compensation 51 following the procedure described in ref. 52 . The electrode response was estimated before, during and after each 64-s-long injection. Consequently, we were able to remove experimental drifts resulting from slow changes in the electrode properties (Supplementary data Preprocessing and Supplementary Figs. 6-8 ).
Fitting the glIF-j model on in vitro recordings. To fit GLIF-ξ models, we extended the method introduced in ref. 33 by adding a hidden variable, I drift (t), able to absorb small drifts that are likely to occur in long recordings.
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To get an accurate estimation of the effective adaptation filter ξ(s), we first fitted a two-process GLIF model (Supplementary Fig. 1 ) that explicitly features both a spike-triggered current η(s) and a spike-triggered movement of the firing threshold γ (s) (Fig. 2) . The effective adaptation filter ξ(s), was then obtained by combining η(s) and γ (s) according to the following formula not assumed a priori, but were directly extracted from the experimental data by the following two-step procedure.
In the first step, we extracted the functional shape of η(s), together with all the parameters that determine the subthreshold dynamics, by fitting  h where equation (7) was extended with a spike-triggered current η(s) and the additional term I drift (t) is an unknown current that averages out to zero over time and captures experimental drifts during individual injections. To avoid any a priori assumption on the functional shape of the spike-triggered current, we defined η(s) as linear combination of basis functions For both GLIF-ξ L and GLIF-ξ S , we constrained I drift (t) to vary slowly in time by choosing a small number L = 5 of regularly spaced bins of size ∆ = 12.8 s.
As in refs. 33 and 53, given the injected current I ext and the estimate of the membrane potential obtained after electrode compensation V data , optimal parameters (minimizing the sum of squared errors between  V data and  V of equation (10)) were obtained by solving a multilinear regression problem in discrete time. As GLIF models do not account for the action potential waveform, all of the data points
